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The Battle of Binh Ba

G. Johnson wrote

"I have seen a sight under heaven
that only God understands."
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Fellow Tigers
In this message, there are two important matters that I must bring to your attention.
Firstly, Lou Wagner, our editor of Tiger Tales, has advised the committee that due to
other commitments, he intends to step down after the April (ANZAC Day) edition next
year. We appreciate the notice that Lou has given us, and thank him for the time and
devotion he has given to making Tiger Tales a quality publication. Tiger Tales is the
lifeblood of our Association as it reaches all members. Your committee will explore all
options for the future, but we would prefer that the new editor remains one of our own.
There is an “advertisement” in this issue that provides further detail and seeks
“expressions of interest” for this vital position. If you have the time and requisite skills, I
encourage you to put your hand up.
Secondly and disappointingly, despite pleas and reminders being placed in the last five
issues of Tiger Tales and on our website, we still have about 300 members (28% of our
membership) who have not paid there membership dues. The impact of this on our
Association is shown elsewhere in this issue. Your committee has agreed that I write to
those members who have not paid their dues by one month after the publication of this
issue. The envelope enclosing Tiger Tales will tell you whether you are a financial
member or not.
On to other matters. As part of our commemoration program, we have decided to plan
for the dedication of a 5RAR plaque at Regimental Square in the City of Sydney, listing
the names of our fallen. We have a draft plaque design, but no date has been set for this
commemoration. This is linked to plans for Regimental Square to be refurbished and
made more fitting as a commemorative area. Also on the horizon is the possibility that
the 60th anniversary of the RAR will be celebrated in a suitable manner in 2008. Some
very early planning is under way by the RAR Association (NSW Branch) and may
require input from battalion associations.
5/7RAR(Mech) commanded by LTCOL Peter Short was welcomed home in June after
six months operational service in Iraq. After a period of leave with their families, the
battalion is back on deck and into a heavy training schedule. From media reports and
more official sources, the battalion performed most professionally in difficult conditions
and has enhanced the fine reputation of the Tiger battalion.
We are maintaining our links with 2/5th Aust Inf Bn Association. Geographic proximity
has enabled me to develop a strong relationship with the NSW Branch and I hope to get
to know their Victorian Branch more closely when I visit Melbourne in November. At
that time, I am honoured to be invited as the guest speaker at the RAR Association (Vic)
annual dinner where I hope to catch up with many of our Victorian members.
My best wishes to you all and your families
Roger Wainwright
President
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UNFINANCIAL MEMBERSHIP
At its last meeting on 19 June, your committee again reviewed the membership
of our Association. We currently have 1125 members, but disappointingly 302
veterans are overdue with their fees. Excluding our honorary members and
the next-of-kin of our fallen comrades, this means that 28% of our
membership is unfinancial, but still receive copies of Tiger Tales. This is
despite requests in the last five editions of Tiger Tales for members to pay their
dues.
With membership fees of only $30 for three years, this amounts to the loss of
over $9000 to the Association and to the costs of producing/posting Tiger Tales
for your benefit. Your committee has agreed that your President will write to
those members who remain unfinancial after 30 August 2006.
If the envelope enclosing this edition of Tiger Tales is marked “UF” (meaning
unfinancial), would you please forward your $30 for three years membership to
The Treasurer
5RAR Association,
31 Kenilworth St,
BONDI JUNCTION NSW

2022

EDITOR REQUIRED
The 5RAR Association is seeking Expressions of Interest from a Member of
the Association who is interested in becoming the Editor of Tiger Tales from
April 2007.
Our current Editor has advised the Committee, that due to a change in his
personal circumstances, he will be unable to continue after April 2007.
Those expressing an interest should have a working knowledge of:
a.
Personal Computers,
b.
Desktop publishing . Microsoft, Adobe, Quark etc
c.
Mail Merging and Emailing protocols.
d.
Digital imagery.
Further info on requirements contact Lou Wagner (See TT for address info)
Applications should be submitted to Colonel G.R. Wainwright, President 5RAR
Association (See TT for address info) by 30th September, 2006 ■
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Marinko 'Tich' Tomas 40th
Anniversary Memorial
On Saturday the 8th July 2006 a Memorial
Service was held in Nannup for the 40th
Anniversary of Marinko 'Tich' Tomas killed
in action on that date in Phuc Tuy Province
South Vietnam 1966. The occasion was
attended by about 80 veterans and their
wives most from 5 RAR. Seventeen
members of Tich's Platoon 9 PL C COY
were present, most travelling from interstate, also present was Maree Stevenson
daughter of Rob Edmonds the Medic who attended Tich in his last moments.
Rob sadly passed away on 10th July 2006.
Also present were a large number of the Tomas
family including his brothers Michael, Frank, Brian
and sisters Olga and Mary. Over 50 Vietnamese
veterans as well as many people from Nannup and the
surrounding district. The occasion was organised
jointly by the 5 RAR Association WA, the Shire of
Nannup and the Nannup RSL ■

Bruce Watt - Vale
30 March 1945 – 15 June 2006
Bruce was called up for National Service in the first National
Draft and just after his 21st birthday (May 1966) he left for
Vietnam as part of 11 Platoon, D Company, 5th Battalion
Royal Australian Regiment.
In retirement Bruce became actively involved in the veterans
movement, becoming part of the Western Suburbs TPI
group, the North Western Vietnam Veterans and in recent
years a volunteer at the TPI head quarters in North
Melbourne. He was a very proud member of the Tiger
Battalion and loved catching up with his mates at reunions.
Life long mateships were formed during his time in Vietnam
as part of 5 RAR (1st tour), and the family was honoured to have him escorted
from his funeral service by members of D Coy 5 RAR ■
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Alan Richard Schultz
Alan passed away on Saturday 13 May 1967. He served with
C Coy 5RAR in Vietnam in 1966-67. A private graveside
service was held at the Welshpool Cemetery (South
Gippsland) on Wednesday 17 May 2006.
"Schultzy" joined 8 Pl C Coy as a reinforcement during 1966
and after a period with a rifle section, he became my batman.
Alan was a quiet but tough bloke, he had a great sense of
humour, was extremely reliable and as a carpenter by trade,
he put his skills to use within C Coy ■

Rob Edmonds
I know some of you will have already heard of the sad passing of
Rob Edmonds on 10 July after a long illness. Rob served with the
first tour of the battalion in Vietnam in 1966 and for most of that
time was the Corporal Medic with C Coy.
The Association sends its sympathy to his daughter, Maree
Stevenson and her family. Only last week, Maree travelled to
Nannup WA to join many of Rob's comrades at the 40th Anniversary of the
passing of Tich Tomas.
Rob’s funeral was held on Thu 13 July 2006 at the Altona Memorial Park
Crematorium, Doherty's Rd, North Altona, VIC ■
We mourn the loss of a committed Tiger

Bert Cassidy
Bert Cassidy enlisted in the Army in Aug 1942 and served with the
2/33 Aust Inf Bn during WW2. He later served with 3RAR during
the Malayan Emergency and with SASR. He joined 5RAR in 1965
and served with the Bn for part of its first tour of Vietnam
Bert passed away over the week-end and his funeral was held at:
Fremantle Crematorium Chapel Perth WA, Thursday 13th July
2006 at 12 noon ■
Rest In Peace
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TO NUI DAT WITH 173rd AIRBORNE BRIGADE
Nine years ago, Peter Isaacs wrote this account of a visit he and Brian LeDan
made to 173rd Airborne Brigade in May 1966, a few days before 5RAR deployed
into its TAOR on Op HARDIHOOD. Peter was the Adjutant and Brian the
Regimental Signals Officer of 5RAR during its first tour of Vietnam in 1966-67.
To gain some experience of airmobile operations, particularly of how a battalion
HQ operated in the field and to obtain first hand experience of central Phouc Tuy
Province, Brian LeDan and I went up to Bien Hoa to join the 1st Battalion of the
American 503rd Airborne Regiment. (1/503rd) The 173rd Airborne Brigade
operation in which we were to participate, was a two battalion sized operation
(1/503rd and 2/503rd) aimed at a preliminary clearance of the intended 1ATF
Tactical Area Of Operations (TAOR) in central Phouc Tuy. In the afternoon
before the operation was launched, we arrived at the 1/503rd. It was fascinating to
walk through the camp and the adjacent artillery lines. The GIs were in the last
stages of preparing for the following days operation and they seemed to be in
good spirits. "Airborne all the way" was the frequently heard cry particularly
from the Sergeants and the same expression was painted on the barrels of some
of the 105mm guns of the artillery battery. The battalion CO was Lieutenant
Colonel Coad. His S3 or Operations Officer was Major Phelan who would
shortly become S3 at Brigade HQ. We listened to a briefing on how the
operation was to be conducted. My chief interests in the operation were to
observe how two battalions were to move by helicopter in two lifts and how
control was exercised particularly the final assault and the preliminary air and
artillery bombardment of the assault LZ. The scope for cock-ups seemed
enormous!
We stayed the first night with 1RAR who were now preparing to leave South
Vietnam as soon as 6RAR arrived. The base camps of all three battalions of
173rd Airborne Brigade were adjacent to each other around the Bien Hoa air base
with 1RAR in the centre. Before stand to, I visited John Healey who was
commanding A Company. John had met me at Holsworthy when I arrived in
Australia 2 ½ years before. He reminded me of it and said little did we know
then that we should be here at Bien Hoa in 1966. All battalions stood to i.e.
assumed battle readiness in their defensive positions from 30 minutes before last
light until 30 minutes after last light. The same procedure was repeated in the
morning before and after first light. It is the time when attacks are most likely to
occur and a time when commanders can ensure that their defences are in order. It
is also the time to change from a day to night routine at dusk and resume day
routine at dawn. The 1RAR area was totally blacked out and quiet. Indeed, I
heard Alec Preece the CO of 1RAR getting annoyed when someone opened the
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door of the battalion HQ tactical operations centre (TOC) before the lights were
switched off. In the bases of the 1/503rd and 2/503rd there were no such
restrictions on lights and indeed men seemed to be making the usual sort of noise
as during the daytime. Looking around it was as though 1RAR's area was
unoccupied between the two American camps.
After stand down I spent a couple of hours listening with great interest to my
erstwhile colleagues in 1RAR explain how they had operated in South Vietnam
during the previous year. John Essex Clark was in good humour and full of
advice. Chris Peacock who had replaced me in 1 RAR was similarly helpful. It
was with some excitement and not a little trepidation about the forthcoming
operation that I turned in that night.
Before dawn on the morning of the 17th May, Brian and I drove to the airfield.
The whole of the 1/503rd were already lined up in "chalks" i.e. six man groups,
one for each helicopter along the edge of the runway. We joined the battalion
HQ party and were assigned into chalks. The air filled with sound as an US
Army Aviation Company of thirty Iroquois troop carrying "slicks" arrived and
landed. A second Aviation Company was getting ready to lift the next wave.
The light and heavy fire teams that were to accompany us flew around what to
me was an air armada. I had never seen anything like it. We clambered aboard
and the lines of helicopters slowly lifted off the ground and moved forward
gaining altitude as their speed increased. What an experience! We flew south in
two lines of helicopters escorted by the light and heavy fire teams on either side
and ahead. In the early morning light the helicopters oscillated up and down
relative to each other yet from the ground we would have appeared to be flying
in rigid formation. The beat of the rotors, the noise of the turbine engines and the
roar of the wind past the open sides. We grinned at each other. Most of the GIs
were chewing gum. I think it helped calm nerves. About half the troops in my
aircraft were black and several had 8mm movie cameras in their hands. We were
flying to a fire support base between Ba Ria and Nui Dat where the battalion
would assemble for the final air assault into the objective LZ.
We landed in dry paddy fields either side of a road, tumbled out of the
helicopters and I joined Colonel Coad's party close to a stone shack near the
road. An Australian Captain named Craig Legget was there. (I next met Craig in
Zagreb in 1993 where he was serving on the HQ staff of UNPROFOR during the
Balkans conflict) He led an irregular band of ex VC known as the Provincial
Reconnaissance Unit. The half battalion that had arrived in the first lift spread
out across the paddy fields to await the next lift from Bien Hoa. We were behind
the artillery battery that was preparing to shoot us in. to the objective LZ. I
listened to the radio conversations between the officer commanding the
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helicopters and the assistant S3 who was controlling the lifts. The air commander
was saying how many men his aircraft would pick up for the assault but they
would have to refuel first at Vung Tau. This all seemed complex to me as there
might well be much jockeying about as the numbers for troops for pick up by
each Slick could change and sections and platoons could become mixed up. It
didn't seem to worry the assistant S3 and he was passing orders to the companies
telling them how many men to load.
I joined one of the assault Rifle Companies moving up to their positions along
paddy bunds. The second wave of helicopters arrived and their troops
disembarked rapidly. The helicopters then flew off to refuel. When they returned,
air strikes onto our objective LZ had started. We boarded the helicopters and as
we took off, the artillery battery commenced firing. We would approach the LZ
at right angles to the line of artillery fire so that they didn't have to stop firing
until we were practically touching down.
The adrenalin was certainly flowing as we began the descent in two lines of
helicopters towards the objective LZ. There were two Rifle Companies in the
first assault wave and I was in about the third helicopter of the right hand
column. I could now see the objective LZ which was obscured by smoke from
the earlier air strikes and the artillery fire now being put down. The fire teams
were firing ahead as we approached and would cover the actual assault landing
when the artillery fire stopped. What amazed me as we came in to land was that
several of the troops had their 8mm movie cameras at the ready instead of their
rifles! The side gunners on the outside of the two lines of helicopters were now
firing their M60s into the tree line on either side of the LZ. As they poured into
the LZ from above the trees, each helicopter "flared" into an upwards attitude
which took off the forward speed. Before the skids touched the ground we were
out and lying on the ground. The helicopters barely touched the ground and then
rose swiftly into the air again to collect the next wave. As they did so we doubled
across the open area to our assigned position to defend the LZ until the next lift
arrived. There was no hostile firing – not surprising given the thorough
preparation that LZ Hudson had received that morning! The Rifle Company
spread out as commanders took control. We waited until the next lift arrived and
I then joined the battalion HQ party and we moved off behind one of the Rifle
Companies. It had all worked very smoothly but then, there had been no
opposition!
The GIs were well equipped and heavily armed. They all carried 5.56mm M16
(Armalite) rifles and each man had a very good field pack attached to a light
aluminium frame. Their green shirts and trousers were a better design than ours
and had more pockets. They all wore steel helmets covered in a camouflaged
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material. We didn't wear steel helmets – just our green jungle hats, much envied
by the GIs. Many of them had a broad rubber band cut from tyre inner tubes
around their helmets in which bottles of insect repellent were secured. Some
added a pack of Camel fags to this useful stowage space but it destroyed the
effectiveness of the camouflaged material. Each Rifle Company had its own
section of two x 81mm mortars. Each rifleman also carried a round of 81mm
mortar ammunition which they dumped at the mortar position if a long halt was
called. The machine guns were the same 7.62mm M60s as we had. Each rifleman
carried at least five x 20 round magazines for his M16 rifle plus extra boxes of
50 rounds plus a spare belt of 200 of 7.62mm rounds for the Squad M60 slung
bandolier style across one shoulder. Section Commanders had a 40mm M79
grenade launcher and about 10 rounds of ammunition. Each man also carried
fragmentation and smoke grenades. A formidable load of ammunition and
weapons to carry and then there was food (C rations), a change of clothing, two
water bottles and spare radio batteries. Peacetime exercises are rarely conducted
with troops carrying anything like the loads they have to carry in war. It is a
nasty surprise the first time that reality arrives! The radios used by the GIs were
the excellent ANPRC VHF range of sets with which the Australian Army had
been equipped in 1963.
Battalion HQ moved in file – i.e. two lines walking one behind the other about
four yards between each file and about two yards from the man in front. I had no
responsibility other that to look around. I was close to the S3 and could hear him
keeping track of where the Rifle Companies were moving. This was very
difficult to do when we ourselves were on the move as I was to find out later
myself. We followed the Rifle Company for two – three hours before we stopped
near a clearing suitable as an LZ. On one side of the clearing was a small
abandoned and overgrown rubber plantation. Banana trees grew nearby.
Elsewhere, the vegetation was thick scrub with thorny bushes and patches of
bamboo. The ground was red latterite.
The Rifle Company left us with a Platoon for our protection and set off
Eastwards. We were all black with sweat and stretched out against the rubber
trees. The radios chattered, the S£ called "Buckle Shine 2 this is Buckle Shine 1
over". "This is 2 over". American voice procedure was different to ours. They
changed their call signs every day from a random list of names. There were
always two names that identified the net and the number which followed
indicated the sub unit. Of the hundreds of names that I heard on American radio
nets over the following year, I can remember those used by 1/503rd during the
first 24 hours of my first war “Buckle Shine" and "Sandy Reef". The American
Province Advisors net call sign on that same day was "Stall Tattoo".
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As we were obviously staying put for some time, many of the GIs wasted no
time in getting a brew going and opening up cans of C rations. They discarded
the cans and trash without attempting to bury them. The CO and S3 were busy
with maps and radios as the Rifle Companies searched their assigned areas for
signs of VC presence. Late in the afternoon, B Company reported that they had
spotted a VC following them who appeared to have a radio. Shortly afterwards,
they reported being in contact with a sizeable VC force. A nasty firefight
developed and B Company called in artillery and mortar fire. At some stage,
several rounds of their own artillery fire landed on a platoon of B Company.
Whose fault it was we didn't know. It could have been the infantry moving into
an area already called as an artillery target or it could have been the artillery
forward controller with B Company Commander making an error and calling the
fire in too close. Or it could have been a fault at the gun lines – firing on a
moving bubble or some such artillery technical fault. We were about a mile and
a half from B Company and could hear the firing quite clearly.
Unlike the Australian system where the artillery battery commander is always
with the infantry battalion commander, the Americans had a junior artillery
officer with the infantry commander and the battery commander stays with the
guns. The senior artillery officer with us at battalion HQ was a young captain. He
seemed calm but not surprisingly very concerned that his rounds had caused
casualties to B Company. I thought it would have been better if the battery
commander was with battalion HQ. The CO seemed to me to be not too
concerned. Indeed, I was surprised at the whole atmosphere within the TOC
group. B Company had run into what was probably a VC company sized force.
They had been caught in cross fire but were extricating themselves. They had
casualties both dead and wounded but no one raised their voices and didn't seem
too concerned that larger VC forces could well be nearby. Colonel Coad gave
orders for his other Rifle Companies to move towards B Company but they were
some way off and no helicopters could be made immediately available to lift
them into B Company's location
Perhaps fortunately for B Company, the VC broke off contact and the S3 called
in "Dust Off" helicopters to pick up the wounded and the dead. In the hour or so
that the contact been in progress, B company had taken 8 killed and 23 wounded.
Word was passed that we would be remaining in our present position for the
night. The Top Sergeant who seemed to be in charge of the defence of battalion
HQ moved men into perimeter positions. I think the Rifle Platoon that had earlier
provided our defence had moved to assist B Company. From what followed, I
think we must have been on our own that night which is not recommended for a
battalion HQ.
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By now it was getting late. No one had dug any defensive positions and no one
seemed to be preparing meals before it got dark. Brian and I were tired and
switched into automatic mode. We dug a shell scrape about three feet deep and
four feet long. We then started to cook our C rations. It was at that moment we
understood why nobody else was cooking. A lone helicopter clattered into the
LZ and dumped hot boxes -aluminium food containers, paper plates and cups
and then departed – presumably for a Rifle Company's LZ. The GIs set to and ate
with gusto and within a few minutes they had finished eating. The paper plates
and cups were discarded. They then began to prepare for last light. Many had
nylon hammocks which they strung between rubber trees.
As last light approached, everyone stood to in their assigned defensive position.
Those on the perimeter had dug shallow trenches but apart from Brian and me,
no one else had. Someone shouted a command – probably the Top Sergeant and
those on the perimeter opened fire. The noise during the one minute of firing was
deafening. Australian tactical doctrine is that before last light, clearing patrols go
out from a perimeter to ensure no enemy forces are within a couple of hundred
yards of the defensive position from which they can either observe or assault as
darkness falls. Each patrol might also drop off a two man listening post to give
early warning of enemy approach.
Americans do it differently and believe in clearing by fire. OK if you have the
resources of ammunition to sustain it but it also gives away your position to the
enemy – as does a visit by a helicopter shortly before last light. .
Brian and I settled down in our lightweight sleeping bags on the ground rather
envious of those who had clambered into hammocks nearby.
At some time during the night we were awakened by a low shout – "Stand to,
stand to, VC are inside the perimeter!"
We rolled out of our sleeping bags and into our slit trench. Pistols drawn we
peered into the inky blackness and waited. We were very pleased with ourselves
for having dug that trench. Those in their hammocks about two feet off the
ground before stand to was called, were very vulnerable to small arms fire.
There was an odd burst of fire from our positions on the perimeter but nothing
incoming. After a while, stand down was announced.
At dawn the next morning, a large circular directional mine was discovered just
outside the perimeter. It was wired to torch batteries taped inside a length of
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bamboo. Had it been detonated, the casualties would most probably have been
devastating to the battalion HQ staff, most of whom were well within the lethal
range of the mine – and in their hammocks two feet above the ground!
Brian and I stayed with 1/503rd for another 24 hours. During that time there were
no further contacts with the VC. We climbed the hill at Nui Dat that was soon to
become the base of our D Company and then took out leave of 1/503rd and
returned by a re-supply helicopter to Vung Tau.
We reported our adventures and joined in the last minute preparations for
Operation Hardihood – the establishment of 1ATF at Nui Dat ■

DOG TAGS FOUND
On a recent visit to SVN Mr M G (Gerry) O'Dea, ex 6 RAR located a set of
"Dog Tags" which have been checked out as authentic. They belonged to Pte
Ray Kenneth Marie who served with 5 RAR from 22 Apr - 15 June 1966 in
SVN.
The 5 RAR Assn has no other details on Ray Marie. If any member knows of
Ray's whereabouts or those of his NOK please advise the Membership Officer as
Mr O'Dea and the Association would like to return the "Tags" to Ray or his
family as a keepsake" ■
M/ship Officer Mob: 0407 669 221_Email: hamlyn_rar@yahoo.com.au

LOST MATE
I am trying to find a lost mate from Vietnam. His name is Glenn Benham, he
served in Vietnam in 1966-67 with 5 RAR in Recce Platoon. We are having a
reunion in Brisbane in about 6 weeks and I would like to find him if I can. If you
know of him can you please get in contact with him and let him know I am
trying to find him. He can either email me at tia1@bigpond.net.au or phone me
at 02-99811339. Thank you for your help ■
Ray Ferrier

5 RAR DINNER Melbourne
On Friday, 17 November 06, at the Naval & Military Club, 27 Little Collins St,
Melbourne, a dinner for 5RAR personnel will be held. Guest speaker is to be
Roger Wainwright. More details are to be provided nearer to the time. As this is
our year, it is requested that as many Tigers as possible attend. Will keep you
informed as other info arrives. I've sent this to all 5RAR members on my email
list, so for those in other states - we hope you will consider being there as well ■
Russ Quinn
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MEMOIRS OF AN ARMOURER
The story contained in these pages covers the period from November 1965 until
January 1968. Its main characters are the weapons we all lived with every day,
the tools of trade of the Infantry Battalion of the time in the Australian Army and
in particular 5 RAR in The Republic of Vietnam. It tells of their strengths and
weaknesses, their design problems and defects, as well as the comforts and
security they gave us.
In Holsworthy in 1965 the old 1 RAR lines well reflected the traditional weapons
with which we trained and worked. The solid old wooden huts even smelt of
small arms maintenance oil (OM13), linseed oil, brasso and boot polish. The
principal weapons were: 7.62 Self Loading Rifle (SLR). The standard issue personal weapon
manufactured by the Small Arms Factory at Lithgow. An Australian version of
the Belgian 7.62 FN.
9mm Owen Sub Machine Carbine (OMC). Usually carried by Section Leaders
and Platoon Commanders. All were of 1945 or prior vintage, rugged, simple but
showing their age.
7.62 General Purpose Machine Gun (GPMG). US manufactured. Low profile,
belt fed, high rate of fire, highly mobile, simple to repair.
9mm Browning Semi-Automatic Pistol. Belgium produced by Fabrique
Nationale. Some earlier models had fittings that could take a butt-like shoulder
grip but the majority of ours were newer models with no such add-ons.
Support Company weapons included: 81mm Mortars
84mm Carl Gustav Anti Tank Weapons
Flame Throwers
106mm Recoilless Rifles mounted on modified
Landrovers.
(Continued on page 14)
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We trained on these and took all of them with us to South Vietnam in April and
May 1966. Prior to our departure the team of Armourers, Mick Henrys, Steve
Wood and Jim Toohill inspected and serviced all weapons. Here we made our
first mistake. I thought that if we had all of our SLR’s processed through the
Base Workshop at Moorebank to be re-blackened, this would give us a good
starting point, as it should have made them like new and therefore easier to
maintain. We did this by working shift work through the nights while the
battalion trained by day. In fact the blackening all came off very easily but the
sights and the gas regulator were clogged with chemical salts which made them
much harder to use and difficult to clean. It took several weeks to clean this up.
My belated apologies to all concerned!!
Within days of our arrival in Vietnam and long before we could unpack any of
our tools or equipment our family of weapons was changing rapidly. Colt AR
15, 5.56mm Rifles were given to us from 1 RAR. These had had a lot of use and
being early model AR 15’s, not the AR 16’s that we became very familiar with
later, and were therefore very much lacking in technical reliability. Their most
dramatic problem was that they did not have a “Forward Assist Device” or
serrated Bolt Carrier. This meant that the slightest bit of sand or dirt would
cause the bolt to lock in the semi-closed position and the weapon was then
useless and if this happened when the weapon had been hot, it was usually totally
beyond repair. We also picked up a number of M79, 40mm Grenade Launchers
from 1 RAR, along with a small number of 12 gauge, Remington, pump action
shot guns.
The move into Nui Dat, part of Operation Hardihood, saw us picking up all of
our faithful weapons and walking into the rubber trees. It was here that I became
aware that one of the Company Quarter Master Sergeants (CQMS), Lofty
Cunningham from Support Company, had brought along an old friend of his
from a previous affair (or marriage, I’m not quite sure.) Yes, Lofty decided that
we needed at least one .303 Short Magazine Lee Enfield (SMLE) that he had
used in Korea. I told him we could look after it provided he had the ammunition.
So unknowingly we became the last Infantry Battalion to carry Owen Sub
Machine Carbines and .303 SMLE rifles into war.
Some people, not many, decided that they were better off carrying foreign
weapons. Sgt Shorty Ford for example, a photographer, who was often attached
to 5 RAR for operations, had picked up a US M1 Carbine and a CSM, John
Clark, was using a German P38 Walther 9mm pistol he had collected when he
was a Advisor. Very sadly one of the young soldiers had also been given a 12
gauge double barrel sawn-off shotgun. (More on that later).
(Continued on page 15)
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Others, who were not prepared to wait, bought fairly standard US issue weapons
that were becoming common in our Bn as they became available. Brian London
purchased a M16 from his 1 RAR counter-part and John Lea-Smith bought one
from the boot of a CIA car in Cholon after drinking with the owner in the Capital
Bar. Going price $60.00 US. In turn this went to Jock Logan in 7 RAR. Brian
also carried a Colt .45 Automatic but as this used non-standard ammunition for
our system, he accepted full responsibility for re-supply. The armourers did do
minor maintenance when asked.
We were very soon to have two other significant major additions to our
collections. Courtesy of the Commander of 173 Airborne Brigade, US Army and
perhaps some horse-trading by Ron Shambrook and John Miller, a number of .50
Cal Browning Heavy Machine Guns became available and formed a very
important part of our perimeter defences. Also the standard number of GPMG
M60’s was increased from 54 to 65 because of the need to move the section guns
out on extended operations, but still supply the defences necessary on the newly
formed base camp. From hereon in, the time line of our affair with these
weapons goes something like this: Early Days. Operation Hardihood saw everyone struggling with the mud and
damp as we worked to establish the base and set up very primitive working
conditions. It was impossible for soldiers with problems with their weapons to
get to us (the armourers) so we decided that we would arrange regular and
routine visits to each of the Company sites and inspect, service and repair the
weapons there. Any seriously damaged or non-functional weapons were brought
to us via the CQMS system.
The introduction of .50 cal Brownings was, by far, the biggest single impact at
this time. Fortunately we (the armourers) had been trained on these weapons but
we were the only people in the Battalion who knew much about them, as they
were not a standard Infantry weapon. From this time on and for the complete 12
months, this gave us a very different role, that being, to train operators in the use
of this major defence weapon. This took each of us to many different sites
throughout the Province working with Australian, US and Vietnamese soldiers.
Users had to be trained in the firing,
maintenance, and particular to Browning
machine guns, the timing and headspacing of the
weapons after barrel changes.

(Continued on page 16)
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In the early stages of the occupation of Nui Dat these machines guns were seen
to a major part of the perimeter defences and were placed in strong points in each
Company. As there was a lot of movement going on outside these lines each
night, these weapons were considered to be very important. On my second night
in Nui Dat, I think around 28th May 1966, I was called to the RAP by SSGT
Mick Seats, shown into the doctor’s emergency treatment area and there on the
stretcher was C Coy’s .50 Cal. It was the only place in the area that was
sufficiently well blacked out to allow a torch to be alight. A quick minor
operation to remove and replace a broken firing pin and to free up the
mechanism was all that was necessary to allow the patient to return to duty.
These guns continued to give us good service for the remaining year and many
Infantrymen became extremely competent with them. We installed them on the
hill at Nui Dat for D Coy and then again for D Coy on The Horseshoe when they
moved there.
Our friend the GPMG M60 was a trusted and much needed part of the Infantry
Section’s operations. It provided massive firepower from a low profile and
could be moved very quickly from site to site when only on the bipod. From the
operators’ point of view, its strength was that it was belt fed and thus could fire a
great number of rounds very quickly. Its weakness was also that it was belt fed
and the ammunition could
not be kept clean and
would pick up mud and
dirt to be fed into the
weapon until it jammed.
From an Armourer’s point
of view it was very
cheaply built, primitive in design, and had minor breakdowns frequently. On the
plus side, it was very easy to repair and we could always get them back into
service very, very quickly. Armourers were frequently called into Company
operations to repair these guns in situ.
I now am going to record what may be a sensitive issue. That being the major
“breakdown” that occurred with these guns. By far and away the most common
problem was that a gun would be reported as only being able to fire a single
round and then had to be manually re-cocked. 95% of breakdowns were this
issue. What happened, was that the gas piston had been removed and replaced,
facing the wrong way.
(Continued on page 17)
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Was this a training problem or a design problem? The manufacture’s solution
was to classify the gas piston and cylinder as being “self-cleaning”, and therefore
not to be touched by the operator, however the gun still came with a spanner to
fit the nut necessary to open it.
These guns, with some local modification to the tripod fitting became a common
sight mounted on the Bn’s Landrovers. It was those vehicles that would have
normally carried the 106mm Recoilless Rifles that were so modified. As they
had no canopy, they were known as Sports Cars.
As a quick aside can anyone remember what material the special gloves for
changing the barrels was made of?? ….
You guessed it! Asbestos …. and plenty of it.
In the twelve months of continual service our 65 GPMG’s only had one failure
that could not be fixed within a two-hour period. That was caused by a broken
firing pin that had cracked at the “rear spool” and fallen down and jammed the
unlocking mechanism. Steve Wood headed off to a more heavily equipped
workshop in Vung Tau to work on it and even though we had tried all types of
things to free it first, the road trip down did the job for us and he fixed the gun in
a matter of minutes on arrival there. A rough road and good luck can sometimes
be handy.
Late in 1966 we managed to “find” 4 GPMG’s that had had a lot of firing with a
US Army unit. They were packed up and sent to the RAEME Training Centre
where they were “sectionised” and converted into training aids. Up until then no
such thing was available in Australia. Three of them were returned to 5 RAR at
Holswort hy. I saw the fourth one in a museum in Bandiana in 2004.
The Owen Sub Machine Carbine (OMC),. only had a short life in Vietnam.
They were carried by Platoon
Commanders, Forward Scouts
and Stretcher Bearers among
others. They remained with us
until October 1966.
There were no real problems
with the weapon; it was the
ammunition that failed. I think
there were several attempts to prove that the gun/ammo was no longer suitable
and should be replaced with many more 5.56 weapons. Success finally came
(Continued on page 18)
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when the Armourers provided copies of a formal instruction that the weapons
were not to be test fired with any ammo older than 1954. The only rounds that
the Bn could get for operations were made in the early 1940’s. Bye-bye OMC’s,
hello AR 16’s.
In the early days the 7.62mm SLR served us all very well. There were some
calls from individuals to have 30 round magazines fitted and to modify the
weapon to fire full automatically. These, of course, were formally ignored and
quietly done when necessary. The formation of the Recce Plt and the closing
down of the Anti-Tank Platoon meant two things. Firstly the packing up of the
106mm Recoilless Rifles and secondly many, many requests for modifications to
the SLR’s. These were quietly done but not talked about. We liked to think that
the individual soldiers concerned were capable of handling the modified
weapons safely. To do it for everyone would have opened up a can of worms
that no one would be able to control. To ignore the requests of some might have
meant that they would go ahead and do the modifications themselves and not as
well as we did. Anyway, those who really only wanted an automatic weapon
usually managed to get an M16.

From March 1967 onwards the story of the SLR changed quite a bit. Problems
that had never been seen before began to appear more and more frequently.
Steve Wood and Jim Toohill both identified a combination of worn parts in the
trigger mechanism that caused the sear (that part of the mechanism that actually
trips the hammer) to lock completely. Formal reporting of this brought no
action, so another way around the issue was used to replace as many of the older
weapons as possible. At about the same time another very strange fault
developed. The cocking handle would lock in the forward and folded position
and could not be moved. We were never able to find a way of identifying the
likelihood of this happening and it was a great concern for us. Individual
weapons could be fixed by removing metal from the body of the rifle, but this
could not be done in the field. Not a good situation. Once again, formal
reporting brought no action. (Perhaps nothing was possible.)
(Continued on page 19)
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Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Instruction Weapons D 253 Paragraph 14
b gave us a means of condemning rifles by measuring the wear between two
different parts of the body. It had nothing to do with the real problem, and we
found that in fact we could use it to condemn any brand new rifle that we chose
to inspect. The fact that I can remember the number of this instruction 40 years
later clearly shows how many times we used it in the those months of 1967.
The greatest weakness of the SLR was that the ammunition was heavy and that,
in very bad times, the resupply was by ammo packed in boxes and there was no
quick way of loading them into a magazine. During the battle of Long Tan, all
the 5 RAR Armourers were on the helipad loading 15 rounds into extra
magazines that were then pushed out of a helicopter into the D Coy 6 RAR site.
The original FN version had a bridge over the body that allowed for magazine
filling from rounds held in clips. The Australian made version did not.
Perhaps the silliest thing to ever happen with the SLR was the fitting of a plastic
plug to the bottom of the return spring tube. A modification kit was just starting
to arrive for this in 1967. This was done to only a handful of weapons in our
time, but became very common practice later. The idea was to prevent moisture
from getting into the tube. All it did was to prevent moisture from getting out
and thus converted the spring and tube into a shock absorber. Some of you may
remember our trick of having a small bet with anyone who came forward with
the common statement, “My rifle will not operate on a gas setting of less than 8.”
Many a beer was won after Steve would demonstrate his special oiling and
cleaning process. Usual time, one minute.
I recall one particular SLR that was returned to us in a very sick state. The user,
Murray Claydon from C Coy, had been fired upon while crossing a creek and
had gone under water. Coming up ready for action he fired but the weapon was
full of water. The barrel laid open, the body bulged out and the magazine burst
with all live rounds in it being “exploded” through the bottom. The sides of the
magazine were welded to the body of the rifle.
The 84mm Carl Gustaf Anti-Tank Weapon. This one is very simple.
Manufactured in Sweden,
we were unable to use them
because the Swedes would
not provide ammunition, as
they did not support the
war in Vietnam. That must
have been a good contract.
(Continued on page 20)
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The Browning 9mm Pistol.
Useful in vehicles and the bars of Vung Tau and when you did not want to have
to carry a rifle with you all the time. The cause of many Accidental Discharges
(AD’s) but mostly into the ground. It was regarded as being as good as any other
pistol and as limited as they were as well. Its worst technical feature was that the
magazine could not withstand being left with a
number of rounds in it for very long before the
spring ceased to function, leading to mis-feeds
and jamming.
The RMO, Captain Tony White has told me that
he found the butt quite handy for eliciting
reflexes during physical examinations.
The Colt AR 16 5.56 Rifle. Vastly over-rated but definitely recognised as the
“weapon of Vietnam”.
As described above, it was a very necessary
improvement on the AR 15 Armalite. It was capable of firing a great number of
rounds in the general direction in which is was pointed and because of the small
calibre the ammunition was lighter and therefore an individual soldier could
carry more of them than, say, 7.62 rounds. Initially thought to be able to kill
anything that is was even vaguely near, the5.56 bullet was actually really as
limited as any other small calibre, high velocity round. It was all very simple—
how many could you carry? That was the advantage.
From an Armourer’s
view point, perhaps the
best thing to come out of
Mr Colt’s effort was that
they came with a good,
small diameter cleaning
rod which was excellent
for the SLR and the GPMG’s. Before these arrived, we would make cleaning
rods out of fencing wire.
Support Company Crew Serviced Weapons . I use this term to cover all of those
specialist weapons that were based within Support Company. I do this because
these need to be treated differently. These weapons were complex and at time
massively important. The Armourers knew how to service them, but far more
important was how to use them. We had learnt to stand well back and listen to
the expert users and ask how we could support them in their tasks rather than to
tell them what could and could not be done.
(Continued on page 21)
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106mm Recoilless Rifles
Whilst D Coy occupied Nui Dat Hill before being required to hands it over to the
SAS, some of the 106’s were sighted there. Here they were tried in their
secondary role as an area weapon. At high elevation the back blast was
something to see and Max Carroll remembers Mick Deak calling the fall of shot
and making corrections as he developed new skills. After 17 rounds and orders
such as “Drop 2000, Repeat!!!” the side of Nui Nghe Mountain was finally hit.
Luckily longer-range artillery arrived very soon after and the 106’s were packed
up. Anti-tank Platoon became Recce Platoon.
Having packed up the 106 mm Recoilless Rifles, the mortars and the
flamethrowers became the main focus here. By necessity, the 81mm Mortars
won our attention, and justly so. To witness a mortar section moving out on
operations with all of their equipment man-packed is one of the most moving
sights ever seen. The sheer physical loads and the endurance expected from and
given by these men was breath taking.
Our mortar sections fired an amazing number of rounds on particular days (for
example, a platoon of 4 mortars fired 960 rounds on the 8th Oct 1966) and the
guys were always looking for ways to improve their operations. Then when they
returned to Base they were called upon to fire regularly from their semipermanent position to “keep the baddies on their toes”. As technicians we
listened and advised, measured and monitored, made mechanical modifications
on the side and kept things going. Measurement of the bore was necessary, as
excessive wear would mean that the weapon might be inaccurate thus failing to
do its job or presenting a danger to our own troops.
Bob Hunting informed me that of even greater concern was the very unreliable
US supplied Ammunition. “Drop-shorts” of a few hundred metres were common
when using it. The tail fin would drop off making them very unstable.
In the wet season in particular, the mortars had a bad habit of burying their base
plates, particularly after continued firing in the base camp. One very good crew
decided that they could fix this with some sand and a few bags of cement. It
worked but immediately caused the bipod arm to shatter.
A locally
manufactured version worked for the several weeks that it took to get a
(Continued on page 22)

“Please look at the envelope enclosing this edition to see if you are a
financial member. If the letters UF appear, you are not financial,
PLEASE FIX IT” ■
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replacement part, but everyone was very happy.
The M79 40mm
Grenade Launcher was
widely used and
presented a number of
maintenance problems.
It was very cheaply
made and quite flimsy,
especially around the sight area, and had been introduced into service hastily.
Spare parts were virtually non-existent.
One afternoon I was handed an M79 with a partly fired High Explosive round
stuck in the barrel. After reading a little technical data on the round, I was
reasonably sure that it was fairly safe as the round had to rotate several times on
its way out before it became fully armed. So in theory it was possible for me to
drive the stuck round out of the barrel with a hammer and punch (and hopefully
have it caught immediately as it came out of the barrel).
After a few hefty hits, the round began to change shape and become more firmly
stuck. I immediately saw a solution to our spare parts problem. Remove the
barrel from the weapon, use a demolition charge to destroy it, together with the
stuck round, and then declare the complete weapon as having been destroyed.
Everyone in the area agreed.
The M79 made a further appearance in a slightly different form slung under the
M16. This was known as the M-203.
The M72 LAW (Light Anti-Tank Weapon) made up part of our weapons
inventory, but as it was a non-maintainable item, it had little impact on the
Armourers.
Remington 12 Gauge Shot Guns. These pump action weapons which were
simply an un-blackened civilian weapon, were held at company level and did not
get much use, and did not need much maintenance.
Sawn-off double barrel 12 gauge shot gun. Not many people knew of its
existence and it was passed from person to person when the original owner was
evacuated home. He, apparently, was given it by his uncle or father with the best
of intentions. One afternoon in Nui Dat it was mishandled and someone was
killed. It came into the Armourer’s hands to be destroyed after the investigation.
(Continued on page 23)
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In May 1967 we handed over our supply of spares, tools and even some of our
experience to the 7 RAR boys. On our return to Holsworthy we set up the new
Armourer’s facility in a brand new building and were amazed just how easy life
was without the mud, sweat and anguish. Very sadly, within a few weeks Jim
Toohill and Steve Wood were involved in a vehicle accident and Jim was killed.
Shortly afterwards I was posted to the RAEME Trg Centre where I was
instructing future armourers, Steve Wood joined me there some 12 months later.
The contents of these pages come completely from my memory and I invite
anyone to provide me with further information that might allow for either
expansion or correction. I know that I now look back on those years and my
time with 5 RAR in awe, and with the greatest respect possible for the people
with whom I was lucky enough to serve.
Written by Mick Henrys, May 2006.
mhenrys@bigpond.net.au
PS My complete lack of faith in the existence of morality and ethics amongst
members of the weapons manufacturing and sales industry was re-confirmed
several years later. In the mid 1970’s I was working with the PNG Defence
Force in Port Moresby. A European officer with the Police Force can into my
office to show me an M 16. He had just purchased several hundred of them and
was very proud of his purchase. He left a much less happy person when I
pointed out to him
that he had been
sold old leftover
pieces of very early
model M 15 Bodies
and M 16 Bolt
Carriers.
The Bolt Carriers
had the serrations
for the necessary
“forward assist” but
the bodies were a
much earlier version M15 that did not have the matching Jack. I wonder how
many other developing countries helped Mr Colt get rid of his excess stock of
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New Film of 5RAR Reconnaissance Platoon
Eyes of the Tiger - Diary of a Dirty War is an explicit account of the real Vietnam War
told through vivid stories of some of the members of the first Australian Reconnaissance
Platoon. This elite Platoon of soldiers were volunteers from 5RAR and trained by the
SAS, while fighting in the Vietnam War during 1966/67 and became the eyes and the
ears of the 5RAR Tiger Battalion. This is a film full of untold heroic and adventuress
tales of survival, of humorous and difficult ambushes, of contacts with the enemy,
interwoven with the cold harsh realities of war and intimate accounts of the Vietnam
Veterans struggle to move past the lingering memories.
Eyes of the Tiger – Diary of a Dirty War is an Australian tale of courage, terror, madness
and survival.
Written, Directed and Produced by Monica O’Brien
Cinematography by Brad Smith
Edited by Lindi Harrison
A Film by Let’s Play Productions
Preview screening will be held on: 5th August 2006 7:25pm, Gaythorne RSL, 534
Samford Rd, Mitchelton, QLD 4053
The Film will be broadcast on the Nine Network close to 18 August. If you would like to
be notified of the broadcast date please email: letsplayprod@optusnet.com.au
DVD's of the film will be available for purchase from the 18th August 2006 for $25.00
plus postage and handling. If you would like to order a copy or have further enquires
please contact:
Monica O'Brien
Let's Play Productions
193 Headland Rd
North Curl Curl 2099
Phone/Fax 02 9939 0309
email: letsplayprod@optusnet.com.au ■

"Fifth Battalions DVD FOR SALE
The original video cassette of the history of the 5th battalions
has been edited and updated to DVD format. The DVD
commences with a short history, from formation in 1885 in
Bendigo as part of the Colonial Military Forces. It shows
footage of the battalion in action in WW1 & WW2. It
highlights the raising of 5RAR in 1965, the preparations for the
two tours of duty in South Vietnam and footage taken on
operations.
The DVD is on sale for $30 through the 5RAR Association" ■
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QUEENSLAND BRANCH REPORT
ANZAC Day 2006
This year the Queensland branch had about 40 members and partners marching
in Brisbane which for us is a good figure. There were a few sick and lame who
could not be with us but for those who marched is was a great day. Ken Hall
saluted from the sidelines because of a bad knee while 'Dot' Gilbert, always a
starter was felled by a broken leg. This was the first time for many years that she
has failed to be on Parade.
The crowds were excellent. One should not be surprised but there were a good
number of 'new' Australian clapping and cheering from the sidelines.
Vietnamese, Malaysians, Chinese and other nationalities were prominent.
Brisbane being the home of three large universities with nearby accommodation
may have been the reason for the many younger spectators getting into the
spirit. Great to see!
It is the custom here that instead of each battalion association going their
separate ways after the march all head to the 6 RAR Sergeants Mess at
Enoggera. Buses are put on by the RAR Association to get members to the
Barracks so transport is not a problem. This makes for an enjoyable afternoon,
boosting the Messes profits but also encouraging the RAR family to remember
and to celebrate together. There are the normal raffles and fundraisers but also a
great BBQ and the chance to catch up with those who, unfortunately for them,
may have had to serve in other battalions of the Regiment. We all understand
that someone had to do it and are glad that it was not us!

Binh Ba Commemoration 2006
The Battle of Binh Ba commemoration this year went well, with the highlight
being the presentation by ‘Brasso’ Bamblett on his perspective on the Battle.
Murray Blake, who was the D Company commander at the time, gave the
address last year so this time it was from the viewpoint of an NCO in 10 Platoon.
It was an interesting take on the Battle and great credit to Brasso for recalling
those two days so long ago.
Also with us for the day was the Den Mother, Marie London who made the
journey up from the south coast of NSW. It was great to see her particularly as it
was also her birthday. After singing Happy Birthday we all adjourned to the
Gaythorne RSL for a get-together.
(Continued on page 26)
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WARNING ORDER 2008 ANZAC Day
5 RAR Association will be leading the RAR in the Brisbane ANZAC Day
Parade. It would be great if members from outside of Brisbane and Queensland
could start planning to be with us on that day to show the strength and the spirit
of the Association. If there are any Company Groups, Platoon get-togethers
planned how about having them in Brisbane at that time? ■
Bruce Schmidtchen

HELP
Kel Ryan, President of the Queensland Branch is after any photos of 12 Platoon
[First Tour]. He lost all of his memories from the time during the Brisbane
Floods of 1974. Could you send them to PO Box 423, Goodna QLD 4300.
Guarantee to return. Alternatively, send an electronic copy (JPEG) to e-mail
address keljan@optusnet.com.au or 0418 759 120 ■
Extracts from HOUSE HANSARD
Graham Edward’s Speech 30 May 2006
I want to refer to some budget comments which have come from within the veteran
community. The first of these comes from the Vietnam Veterans Federation under the
heading ‘Here is the great disappointment, the great failure of the 2006 federal budget’. In
their dot points, they say:
•
None of the long standing, substantial injustices suffered by the war veteran
community was addressed.
•
No acknowledgment that the TPI pension has lost over $80 in value since 1997 when
the government omitted to reindex the TPI in the same way it reindexed the Age,
Service and war widows. No move either to reindex the whole of the TPI pension to
stop it continuing to lose value compared with community incomes.
•
No move to solve the cyclical hiatus of General Practitioners and Medical Specialists
refusing to accept the Gold Card.
•
No mention of funds to conduct the health study on the sons and daughters of
Vietnam veterans despite the Minister having received a scientific report confirming
its feasibility.
•
No move, either, to remove the age limit of 36 for the sons and daughters of Vietnam
veterans seeking counselling at the Vietnam Veterans Counselling Service.
•
No move to change the immoral practice of forcing war veterans to financially
contribute to the treatment of their war caused disabilities through the continually
increasing pharmaceutical co-payments.
•
No move, either, to stem the declining value, compared with community incomes, of
veterans’ military superannuation (DFRDB etc). So many veterans retiring as they did
from the Services at young ages, watch their standard of living slide further and
further behind that of the general community.
In summary, the 2006 Federal Budget has badly failed war veterans and their families. It is
signed by Tim McCombe. Tim is the President of the Vietnam Veterans Federation and is a
Vietnam veteran ■
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5 RAR 41st Battalion Birthday
1st March 2006
The Committee of the 5RAR
Association W.A. decided to
celebrate the Battalion Birthday
in the country this year, and the
wine country of the Margaret
River seemed like an ideal
location.
An advance party of myself & Marian, Bob & Jan Armitage, John & Maureen
Halliday left on the Sunday to check that it had been a good year for wines , and
the venue for the party. Happy to report that all checked out just fine. The
following members and their wives arrived soon thereafter:
Alan & Mariat McNulty ; Ken Benson; Joe & Kathy
McAlister, John & Maureen Halliday, Russell &
Audrey Briggs, Bob & Jan Armitage, Bruce & Ina
Prior, Terry & Barbara Bates, Warren & Maxine
Gosney, Bill & Janet Gilders, Gordon & Sylvie
Meredith, Rodney & Loxley Beauglehole, Peter &
Glenda Guyatt, Peter Chapman, Phil Collins, Neil
(Dartza) Davies & Debbie. On the sick list was Paddy Meckenstock in hospital,
but he passed on his good wishes, as did Graham Ashton, and Thea Benson who
came down with pneumonia. Also present was Ken and Melita Barrington, Ken
is the President of the Royal Australian Regiment WA Branch.
After the welcome and all the Toasts, Birthday wishes and silently remembering
all our departed comrades, the festivities began. We were served a great lunch
and it was good to see everyone mixing with fellow Tigers. The comradeship of
the Battalion is even stronger today. Many stories were told and retold, jokes
were flying thick and fast, and a great atmosphere surrounded all ■

Due to the unselfish nature of the Fighting Fifth, employment in the WA wine
industry is at an ALL TIME HIGH ■
Thank You Gentlemen
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Anzac Day Melbourne 2006
“Tigers 5” headed up the battalions (RAR) for this years march ably led by the
Suave, Debonair, Terror of the jungle, Legend in his own time, Russ Quinn.
(If you believe that, you need real help).
Prior to the march, Russ is pictured in the Melbourne RSL next to a tumbler of
whisky hoping to win same in the raffle. Group efforts to bribe, sorry, coerce the
organisers to rewrite the rules of the draw failed miserably.
In the Ops debrief, considering the amount of tickets purchased, it was decided
by all that it would have been cheaper to buy the bloody thing ■
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Anzac Day in Launceston 2006
First time we marched as a group
behind the Tiger banner. In
attendance was our trusty leader
John Smee, Darrell George, Rick
Rees, Gerry Coret, Kevin Mulligan,
Lance Reichstein, John Fitzgerald,
Noel Peck, Bob Ferguson and last
but not least Lutz Bockish. After the
march we assembled at the closest
pub with our partners for a drink and
a meal. It was decided that we
would try to recruit a few more and
try to march in a central part of
Tasmania ■

ANZAC Day 2006 W.A.
We awoke Anzac Day to grey skies and the gloomy forecast of showers !!!
A few of the boys including myself arrived at the Anzac Club for breakfast at
0730. The club was already packed as it had opened at 0630 and was doing a
roaring trade before the March.
This year the Vietnam Veterans were afforded the honour of leading the march,
and what a huge turnout we had. 5RAR had approximately 50 Tigers marching
and it was good to see some of our country members joining us including Bob
Armitage, Graeme Ashton, Roger Yoswak and Rodney Beauglehole. Also two
visitors from interstate namely Laurie Loader from Tasmania and John Ross
from Melbourne.
When we arrived at the Esplanade for the service the heavens opened and it
poured so heavily that the decision was made to cancel the ceremony. This was a
great disappointment to the Vietnam Veterans especially as this was "their
march". Once again " we was robbed".
We adjourned back to " The Bar on Barrack " for our luncheon and sixty five
members and some wives had a great meal and many " stories" were passed
around. We left there about 1815 and went to various locations where the
merriment continued, proving there is still a lot of stamina in us Tigers ■
Submitted by Alan McNulty
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LAPEL BADGES FOR SALE
Lapel Badges are now available for purchase. Ideal if you have
misplaced your original or as a gift to a loved one to show their
support for you and the Association.
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Please remit this form and payment to:
The Secretary
5 RAR Association
31 Kenilworth St
BONDI JUNCTION NSW 2022
Surname:
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Home Ph:

Mob:

P/ Code:

Email:

Brief history of assoc / link with 5 RAR: (complete this part for new membership applications only)

Membership

1 Mar 2005 - 28 Feb 2008

$ 30

Memorabilia

Price ea

Vietnam Task

$ 30

The Year of the Tigers

$ 50

Honour Roll

$ 35

5 Bn History DVD

SHIRTS

Amount

$ 30

NEW ITEM

Caps

$ 15

Ties

$ 30

Lapel Badges

Qty

$ 5

NEW ITEM

TAC Plates

$ 20

5 RAR Plaque

$ 50

Mini Banner

$ 150

Polo Shirt Navy

Med

Large

X Large

$ 28

Polo Shirt White

Med

Large

X Large

$ 28

Chambray Shirt

Med

Large

X Large

$ 38

LIMITED SHIRT SIZES UNTIL SOLD OUT
Grand Total
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$

32

